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Abstract: Car rollovers are a class of serious traffic accidents that can easily cause heavy casualties
and property damage, particularly for special operation vehicles. To enhance the driving stability
of vehicles on forest roads, we developed a control strategy for wire-controlled auxiliary braking
based on body-attitude detection and the overall design of the system. Moreover, the control system
was further investigated and developed. A three-degrees-of-freedom (3-DOF) vehicle dynamics
model with longitudinal, lateral, and lateral tilt was developed based on actual-vehicle test data.
The lateral load-transfer rate (LTR) of the vehicle was selected as the early warning algorithm for
vehicle rollover; the differential braking of the vehicle was realized by adjusting the pressure of the
wheel cylinders; and automatic speed reduction was achieved according to the rollover attitude
of the vehicle by combining the fuzzy-PID control algorithm. Finally, a vehicle dynamics model
was developed, and the results verified the effectiveness of the anti-rollover control strategy under
extreme operating conditions.

Keywords: vehicle; line-controlled auxiliary braking; LTR; fuzzy-PID control; co-simulation

1. Introduction

A rollover while a vehicle is in motion not only poses a threat to the driver but is also
prone to causing significant property damage and may even cause additional accidents.
Among various traffic accidents, car rollover accidents result in a mortality rate of 33%, with
over 90% of non-collision accidents being due to car rollovers [1]. Therefore, it is crucial to
provide timely rollover warnings for moving cars and to use active control techniques and
other means to avoid rollover accidents, and subsequently improve the driving stability
of cars. The driving stability and safety of forest fire trucks in forest terrain are not only
subjected to highly nonlinear vehicle dynamics constraints but also affected by complex
terrain elements, such as inclinations in the road and bumpy obstacles, which significantly
increase the probability of vehicle rollover.

Generally, vehicle rollovers are divided into trip- and non-trip-type rollovers. A trip-
type rollover is caused by the vehicle sliding sideways because of obstacles, whereas the
non-trip-type rollover is caused by the vehicle driving in a curve. The unpredictability
of trip-type rollovers makes it difficult to control them effectively and actively; therefore,
researchers have focused on non-trip-type rollovers of vehicles [2–5].

The basis of studying vehicle driving stability is to establish the dynamic model of
the vehicle. The form of the model and the factors considered in modeling should ensure
the accuracy of the theoretical established model while meeting the actual driving posture
of the vehicle. Analyzing the characteristics of the vehicle and further establishing the
vehicle rollover dynamics model of different vehicles, external excitations, etc., is important
for vehicle rollover warning and rollover control. Researchers have established respective
dynamics models according to their needs, and based on their complexity, there are rollover
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plane models, longitudinal-lateral-vertical three-degrees-of-freedom (3-DOF) dynamics
models, and multi-degrees-of-freedom models.

In studying the anti-rollover of tractors, Gao et al. [6] established a 3-DOF vehicle
dynamics model that includes automatic steering. Ke [7] and colleagues established a
3-DOF linear dynamics model capable of real-time changes. Rezapour [8] established an
8-DOF vehicle dynamics model for the anti-rollover of crawler vehicles. Tang et al. [9]
developed a 4-DOF vehicle dynamics model for the uncertainty of the driving environment
of driverless cars. Zhang et al. [10] established a multi-degrees-of-freedom vehicle dynamics
model, including a tire model based on uneven roads. Moreover, Wang [11] established
a random wandering model to estimate the attitude of the vehicle, such as longitudinal
velocity, lateral velocity, and transverse angular velocity, and avoided complex tire forces.
As the degrees of freedom increase, the dynamics model becomes more complex and the
error increases. Therefore, this study combined the study of driving stability of forest fire
truck operations to establish a 3-DOF dynamics model of transverse pendulum motion,
lateral motion, and longitudinal motion.

Active anti-rollover techniques and rollover warnings are two of the widely researched
current topics. Rollover warning refers to an early warning system that can determine
whether the vehicle is close to or has reached the critical situation of rollover according to
the current state of the vehicle and provide a timely warning. It is conducive to the driver
to take emergency measures and the operation of the anti-rollover control system, which
can prevent rollover accidents. Researchers have proposed early warning algorithms for
rollover warning in combination with their own research objects.

Wang [12] and colleagues combined the secondary predicted zero moment point
position of a vehicle to realize vehicle rollover warning. The anti-rollover system starts to
work by calculating the lateral position of the vehicle’s zero moment point, deriving the
theoretical time when the vehicle rollover occurs, and comparing whether the vehicle’s
secondary predicted zero moment point lateral position is greater than the set threshold
value. The anti-rollover control strategy of differential braking based on the fuzzy PID
algorithm was selected to brake the front outer wheels of the vehicle. Wang et al. [13]
proposed a time-to-rollover warning algorithm for TTR, which uses the lateral load transfer
ratio as a rollover decision indicator. Ru et al. [14] designed an ARM11-based rollover
warning algorithm to detect the rollover attitude of a vehicle and alert the driver to take
appropriate measures when the rollover reaches the trigger condition. Dong [15] and other
scholars used multi-sensor fusion to detect the operating state of the vehicle and used the
real-time lateral load transfer rate (LTR) as the early warning algorithm for vehicle rollover.
Since LTR has good universality and its results are not influenced by the vehicle model
and operating environment, etc., in a comprehensive analysis, LTR was selected as the
evaluation index of vehicle rollover in this study, and the braking scheme of the wheels
was developed according to the actual value of LTR.

The active anti-rollover technologies of vehicles primarily improve the rollover thresh-
old of vehicles, mainly active suspension [16] and semi-active suspension [17], active
anti-rollover stabilizer bars [18], active steering [19], differential braking [20], etc. The
above active-control techniques can be performed without significantly changing the main
structure of the vehicle. Amin et al. [21] designed active variable-geometry suspension
based on ground touring vehicles and combined it with corresponding controllers to verify
whether it can reduce body acceleration, roll angle, etc. and improve the lateral stability of
the vehicle. Zhu [22] and colleagues proposed an adaptive semi-active suspension system
based on AdaBoost to enhance the anti-roll capability of the vehicle. Tan [23] and other
scholars designed an active sway bar stabilization system based on an electro-hydraulic
actuator to achieve vehicle driving stability by adding an additional transverse sway mo-
ment and selecting quadratic optimal control as the algorithm of the system controller.
Arslan [24] and others developed a nonlinear prediction-based active steering control
strategy to minimize the vertical load variation of the wheels by controlling the actual
transverse swing angular velocity, which can improve the stability of the vehicle.
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However, owing to the complex and expensive suspension structure, it is less often
applied. The active anti-roll stabilizer bar, although simple in structure, is not easy to load
in existing vehicle systems. Since the model studied in this paper was for forest fire trucks,
active steering has certain constraints when the vehicle is driven on fire roads, and the
situation considered is more complicated. At present, the anti-rollover control of heavy
vehicles mostly adopts the differential braking method [25–28], so after comprehensive
consideration, we selected the control strategy of line-control action for the anti-rollover
control of a forest fire truck during the driving process.

Brake by wire is divided into electro-hydraulic brake-by-wire (EHB) and electro-
mechanical brake-by-wire (EMB). Electro-hydraulic brakes combine electronically con-
trolled technology with conventional hydraulic brakes, using a booster mechanism instead
of a vacuum booster, with backup braking capability. Compared to EHB, electro-mechanical
brakes no longer use hydraulic technology, and they respond directly to the braking de-
mand with motor and mechanical components [29–33] to achieve faster response and higher
operational accuracy. At this stage, the research on wire-controlled braking technology
has not yet fully met the requirements of EHB owing to the lack of stable control of pure
motor braking. This study entailed the use of an electric power-assisted electrohydraulic
line control actuation system for anti-rollover auxiliary braking, based on the hydraulic
braking system of a forest fire truck, using an electric motor as a power-assisted device
and a plunger pump high-pressure accumulator to apply oil pressure directly to the brake
wheel cylinder to achieve brake pressure control.

Many control algorithms have been proposed to control the anti-rollover of vehi-
cles more accurately, such as linear quadratic optimal control, sliding mode control,
proportional–integral–derivative (PID) algorithms, model predictive control (MPC), robust
control, and differential flatness theory [34–37]. Among them, linear quadratic optimal
control has been applied to design the controller based on the system state space, and the
accuracy of the control unit is an extremely complex nonlinear dynamical system that is
not within the scope of this study. Sliding mode control is highly resistant to disturbances;
however, additional jitter is generated during the sliding process owing to system inertia.
Predictive control is yet to be solved for MPC of nonlinear, uncertain, and time-varying
systems. Generally, robust control systems do not operate in an optimal state and are
less stable. Differential flat theory has been commonly applied to the trajectory planning
of vehicles.

To improve the control performance and robustness of the traditional PID algorithm,
scholars at home and abroad have proposed targeted controllers in combination with their
research objects. Kang et al. [36] employed a differential braking control strategy on the
basis of a flexible PID control algorithm to optimally compensate for the vehicle transverse
sway moment and effectively improve the vehicle rollover stability. Zong et al. [38] used a
PID control algorithm to solve the optimal transverse moment for stable vehicle driving and
selected the outer wheel of the front axle of the vehicle as the braking wheel to realize anti-
rollover control of differential braking. Nguyen [2] designed a dual-input fuzzy controller
to control a hydraulic stabilizer bar, which effectively decreased the rollover index of the
vehicle and improved its stability and driving safety. By comparing the applications of
the fuzzy-PID and sliding film control strategies, Wang et al. [39] and Zhang et al. [40]
proposed a front and rear axle braking force distribution method, designed a sliding film
controller that could improve system stability, and proposed a braking coordination control
strategy that combined regenerative braking and anti-lock braking.

Moshayedi [41] and other scholars discussed the path tracking performance of a PID
controller in empirical rectification method, particle swarm algorithm, and BAS, respec-
tively, and the results showed that the PID control algorithm has strong credibility in
robot modeling as well as path tracking function. The use of deep learning for visual
tracking and velocity detection of UAVs was also proposed [42]. Dong et al. [43] proposed
a segmented optimal PID, which effectively improved the conflict between regulation
performance and damping characteristics of hydropower systems. Zafer [44] combined
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intelligent PID and a PD-feedforward controller, which has the advantage of not requiring
an exact model and improving the immunity of the controller to disturbances. Zhang
et al. [45] proposed a fuzzy fractional-order PID controller, which was shown to have good
control performance and immunity to disturbances. Hakan et al. [46] developed an intelli-
gent PID algorithm based on particle swarm optimization for automatic guided vehicles.
Zamani et al. [47] designed a multi-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm and
to verify its effectiveness, a PID control algorithm based on multi-objective control was
proposed for comparison. Four different proportional-integral differential controllers were
also proposed and the robustness of each was compared [48]. Zhang et al. [49] applied the
fuzzy proportional-integral-derivative control algorithm to air suspension dampers, which
can effectively reduce body vibration. The method can calculate the adaptive expansion
factor of the fuzzy theory domain.

Although the PID controller can achieve accurate control, the adjustment speed is not
fast, whereas the fuzzy control can be adjusted quickly but without any adjustment accuracy.
Accordingly, the fuzzy-PID controller, which has the characteristics of a simple structure,
good stability performance, and high reliability, was selected as the upper controller in
this study.

In this study, the body attitude-related parameters, such as lateral camber angle and
lateral acceleration, obtained from the inertial guidance system were used as input variables.
The lateral load transfer ratio (LTR) was considered as the rollover evaluation index, and the
appropriate target braking wheel was selected according to the LTR. Subsequently, the EHB
system was combined with differential braking technology to autonomously reduce the
speed of the vehicle to improve the driving stability of forest fire trucks during operation
in forest areas.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) Considering a forest fire truck
as the research target, a 3-DOF vehicle rollover dynamics model was established, and the
corresponding mathematical model was developed in MATLAB/Simulink. Subsequently,
the correctness of the rollover dynamics model was verified in combination with CarSim; (2)
The literature indicates that vehicle early warning research is a crucial prerequisite for vehi-
cle rollover prevention. Therefore, a vehicle rollover prevention early warning algorithm
transverse load transfer rate LTR was proposed, a braking torque distribution strategy was
proposed, and a safety threshold range was selected; (3) The control strategy of differential
braking was selected, and the PID and fuzzy PID control algorithms were proposed, and
the control effect of these two algorithms on the braking system and whether the braking
pressure of the target wheel cylinder can be calculated effectively were compared and
analyzed; (4) Combined with the original hydraulic braking system of the forest fire truck,
a set of wire-controlled auxiliary braking system with electro-assisted electro-hydraulic
control was designed, and the overall design of the system was performed; and (5) To
verify the designed wire-controlled control strategy, the vehicle was selected for control
simulation under extreme operating conditions (fishhook steering test and steady-state
test) and the final results were analyzed.

2. Vehicle Dynamics Modeling
2.1. Vehicle Rollover Dynamics Model

To design a vehicle anti-rollover control strategy, a vehicle rollover dynamics model
needs to be established. Considering the control efficiency and control accuracy, the
established dynamic model includes 3-DOF: longitudinal, transverse pendulum, and lateral
motions. The established coordinate system is illustrated in Figure 1.
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According to D’Alembert’s principle, the equation of force balance along the y-axis is
as follows:

(m − ms)
(

ωr +
.
β
)

v + ms

[(
wr +

.
β
)

v − h
.
p
]
= −

(
Fy1 + Fy2

)
, (1)

And can be simplified as(
ωr +

.
β
)

mv − msh
.
p = −

(
Fy1 + Fy2

)
, (2)

where m denotes the overall vehicle mass, kg; ms denotes the spring mass, kg; β indicates
the lateral deflection angle; ωr refers to the angular velocity of the transverse sway; h
indicates the difference between the heights of the center of mass on the spring and
the center of lateral camber of the vehicle; p indicates the lateral camber velocity; and
Fy1 = 2k f δ1 and Fy2 = 2krδ2 represent the lateral forces of the front and rear wheels. kf and
kr denote the lateral deflection stiffness of the front and rear wheels, N/rad; δ1 denotes the
effective side deflection angle of the front wheels (including the side deflection angle of
the front tires and the elastic deformation of the front suspension and steering system);
δ2 denotes the effective lateral deflection angle of the rear wheels (including the lateral
deflection angle of the rear tires and the elastic deformation of the rear suspension).

Moment balance equation along the z-axis:

Iz
.

ωr + Ixz
.
p = −aFy1 + bFy2, (3)

where Iz represents the rotational inertia of the z-axis of the vehicle, kg·m2; Ixz indicates the
inertia product of the mass on the spring around the x and z axes, kg·m2; a and b denote
the distances from the center of gravity of the vehicle to the front and rear axles, m.

Moment balance equation along the x-axis:

Ix
.
p − msh

[(
ωr +

.
β
)

v − hp
]
+ Ixz

.
ωr = −

(
D f + Dr

)
p −

(
Cφ1 + Cφ2 − mshg

)
φ (4)

where Ix represents the rotational inertia of the mass on the spring about the x-axis, kg·m2;
v denotes the vehicle speed; Df and Dr denote the front and rear suspension lateral camber
damping; ϕ symbolizes the body roll angle; Cϕ1 and Cϕ2 denote the front and rear lateral
camber rigidity.

According to the relationship between the front-wheel angle and lateral force,

Fy1 = k f δ1 (5)
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Fy2 = krδ2 (6)

According to the corner geometry,

δ1 = β +
a
v

ωr − E f φ − δ (7)

δ2 = β − b
v

ωr − Erφ (8)

where δ denotes the nominal front-wheel deflection angle (excluding the elastic deformation
of the suspension and steering system and the front-wheel deflection angle corresponding
to the steering wheel).

Substituting this into Equations (1)–(3) yields:
Iz

•
ωr + Ixz

•
p = Nωr ωr + Nββ + Nϕ ϕ + Nδδ,

mv(ωr + β)− msh
•
p = Yωr ωr + Yββ + Yϕ ϕ + Yδδ,

Ix
•
p − mshv

(
ωr +

•
β

)
+ Ixz

•
ωr = Lp p + Lϕ ϕ,

(9)

where

Nωr = −2
(

k f a2+krb2

v

)
,

Nβ = 2
(
−ak f + bkr + N1 + N2

)
,

Nϕ = 2
(
−bErkr + aE f k f

)
,

Nδ = −2
(

ak f − N1

)
,

Nδ = −2
(

ak f − N1

)
,

Yωr = 2
(−ak f +bkr

v

)
,

Yβ = −2
(

k f + kr

)
,

Lp = −
(

D f + Dr

)
,

Lϕ = −
(
Cϕ1 + Cϕ2 − msgh

)
,

Lp = −
(

D f + Dr

)
,

Lϕ = −
(
Cϕ1 + Cϕ2 − msgh

)
,

(10)

where L denotes the length of the wheelbase, m; N1 and N2 denote the positive torque
coefficient for the front and rear-wheel return, N·m/rad; E f =

∂δ1
∂φ and Er =

∂δ2
∂φ correspond

to the front and rear-wheel lateral steering coefficients.

2.2. Validation of the Vehicle Dynamics Model

To study the anti-rollover control of vehicles, the developed mathematical model of
the rollover must be validated. CarSim and MATLAB/Simulink joint simulations were
used to select two typical conditions, namely the angular step-input condition and the
double-shift condition, and the output results of the mathematical model were compared
with the simulation results of CarSim to validate the model. The vehicle-specific parameters
are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Parameters of intelligent inspection vehicles for forest land.

Name, Symbol/Legal Unit of Measure Value

Overall vehicle mass m/kg 2515
Spring mass ms/kg 1780

Wheelbase d/m 1.478
Distance from center of mass to front axle lf/m 1.485
Distance from center of mass to rear axle lr/m 1.265
Distance from center of mass to rear axle h/m 0.484

Inertia around z-axis Iz/kg·m2 3300
Inertia around the x-axis Ix/kg·m2 1000

Front-wheel lateral deflection stiffness kf/(N/rad) 44,400
Rear-wheel lateral deflection stiffness kr/(N/rad) 43,600

Suspension equivalent damping coefficient c 2000
Suspension Sway Stiffness ks/(N·m/rad) 44,500

Gravitational acceleration g/(m/s2) 9.8

The response curves of the yaw rate (Figure 2b) and lateral acceleration (Figure 2c)
of the two vehicle models were obtained by loading the steering wheel angle step input
condition with the steering wheel angle (front wheel angle) curve, as shown in Figure 2a
for the 3-DOF dynamics model of the vehicle and the CarSim vehicle model, respectively.
Following comparison, the response curves of the CarSim vehicle model fit well with the 3-
DOF dynamics model of the car, and the CarSim model has higher accuracy compared with
the 3-DOF dynamics model, where the CarSim model not only models the parameters in
more detail compared with the 3-DOF dynamics model, but also considers the flexibility of
the car frame, the suspension, and the tire more comprehensively in the modeling. CarSim
also simulates the effect of road environment factors on the car driving on a real road
surface, so it has higher accuracy. Owing to error accumulation and modeling accuracy, the
relative errors of the two models keep increasing with time. However, the overall trend
conforms with the actual law; thus, it is considered that the proposed CarSim vehicle model
has a better response under the steering wheel stepping input conditions.
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The response curves of the yaw rate (Figure 3b) and lateral acceleration (Figure 3c)
of the two vehicle models were obtained by loading the 3−DOF dynamics model and
the CarSim vehicle model with double-shift line conditions and inputting the road offset
curves, as shown in Figure 3a, respectively. Following the comparison, the response curves
of the CarSim vehicle model and the 3−DOF dynamics model of the car were basically fit,
and the CarSim vehicle model was shown to have higher accuracy. Combining the good
responses of the CarSim vehicle model and the 3−DOF dynamics model for the above
two operating conditions, it was concluded that the proposed CarSim vehicle model was
suitable for most of the operating conditions and the modeling was accurate and effective.
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2.3. Rollover Stability Evaluation Index

The indicators used to evaluate vehicle rollovers include lateral acceleration, roll angle,
LTR, and rollover protection energy reserve (RPER) [50,51]. Among these, LTR needs no
change with changes in vehicle type, operating conditions, and road conditions. More
specifically, the ratio of the difference between the vertical load of the left and right wheels
of the vehicle and the sum of the vertical load of the left and right wheels is the lateral load
transfer rate It is an accurate representation of the lateral load at the current moment in the
vehicle journey and has the advantages of being simple to express, easy to calculate, and
good portability. The calculation formula is as follows:

LTR =
Fl − Fr

Fl + Fr
, (11)

where Fl, and Fr denote the sums of the vertical loads on the left-hand side and the right-
hand side of the wheels of the vehicle, respectively. Fl and Fr satisfy Fl + Fr = mg. LTR
takes values in the range of [–1,1]. When the value of LTR is zero, the car is stable, and all
four wheels are in contact with the ground; the larger the value of |LTR|, the greater the
tendency of the car to roll over. When LTR = −1 or LTR = 1, the left or right wheel of the car
is completely off the ground, at which point the vehicle is considered to have rolled over.
To establish a sufficient safety margin, the rollover threshold is generally set to 0.8, that is,
when |LTR| ≥ 0.8, the vehicle is considered to have the risk of rollover, and the vehicle
should perform the corresponding anti-rollover intervention to be restored to a stable state.

According to the established 3-DOF vehicle rollover dynamics model, the moments of
the left and right wheels of the vehicle can be obtained from the following:

mayho + mg
(

T
2
− h sinφ

)
= FlT, (12)

mg
(

T
2
+ h sinφ

)
− mayho = FrT, (13)

where ay denotes lateral acceleration at the center of mass; T refers to wheelbase of the
vehicle; h denotes the distance between the center of mass and the ground.

When the angle of roll is small, sin φ ≈ φ, then:

LTR =
2ayh + 2ghoφ

gT
(14)

The relationship between the lateral load transfer rate and the body and driving
parameters of the vehicle can be derived from Equation (14), where ay and φ can be obtained
from onboard sensors and inertial guidance systems, respectively. In the subsequent
simulation, the relevant parameters in Equation (11) can be directly output from the
software and are more suitable for simulation control.

3. Selection of the Control Strategy

The flow of early warning-based differential braking anti-rollover control is shown
in Figure 4. First, the actual parameters of the car model are obtained and the lateral load
transfer rate LTR value is calculated in real time, and the anti-rollover control system works
when |LTR| ≥ 0.8. The control system takes the lateral load transfer rate (LTR value) as the
control variable, and the PID or fuzzy-PID controller decides the size of the target wheel
cylinder pressure (braking torque) according to the deviation value between the actual LTR
value and the ideal LTR value, when the deviation is negative, the output wheel cylinder
pressure is positive; at this time, the left front brake works, while the right front brake does
not work; when the deviation is positive, the output wheel cylinder pressure is negative,
at this time, the left front wheel brake does not work, while the right front wheel brake
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works, after which the braking force is distributed and the braking torque of the target
wheel cylinder is input into the car model to achieve closed-loop control.
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3.1. Upper-Level Control Strategy
3.1.1. Selection of the Control Algorithm

PID control algorithm is a traditional control algorithm, which is commonly used in
various industrial automatic control owing to its simple principle and easy implementation.
A schematic of this process is shown in Figure 5.

(t) = Kp

(
e(t) +

1
Ti

∫ t

0
e(t)dt + Td

de(t)
dt

)
(15)
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Here, u(t) represents the output value of the controller; r(t), e(t), and y(t) represent the
input, output, and deviation values, respectively; KP, Ti, and Td denote the scale factor,
integration time, and differentiation time, respectively. The effectiveness of the output
curve can be improved by adjusting the magnitudes of the KP, Ti, and Td, values. The
optimal solution for the control parameters of this system can be obtained by rectifying the
PID parameters to achieve a better PID control effect.

For a hydraulic braking system, its dynamic response is poor, the control effect is not
ideal, and PID control is prone to overshooting and oscillation. Although fuzzy control can
suppress oscillation, it is susceptible to large steady-state errors. Therefore, PID and fuzzy
control algorithms were combined to devise a fuzzy-PID control algorithm, which can use
the fuzzy inference method to achieve the self-adjusting of PID parameters and achieve a
good control effect with little overshoot, short adjustment time, and small steady-state error.

A schematic of the fuzzy-PID control algorithm is shown in Figure 6. A two-dimensional
fuzzy controller is used to compare the actual value of the LTR with the desired one;
deviation e and deviation change rate ec are the input signals of the fuzzy controller; the
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output signals are ∆Kp, ∆Ki, and ∆Kd, based on which the parameters are adjusted. The
output parameter of the control system is the braking torque of the target wheel.
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Figure 6. Schematic of Fuzzy-PID control.

Based on the vehicle and kinematic parameters, the theoretical domains of e, ec, and
u were set to [–6,6], and the fuzzified domains are E, EC, and U. The number of fuzzy
quantities is generally selected as 5–10. Here, seven fuzzy quantities were selected, that
is, seven linguistic variables, where the fuzzy subsets of E, EC, and U were {NB, NM, NS,
ZO, PS, PM, PB} each, the fuzzy subsets of fuzzy subsets are {NB, NM, NS, ZO, PS, PM,
PB}, and each fuzzy subset is defined as NB (negative large), NM (negative medium), NS
(negative small), ZO (zero), PS (positive small), PM (positive medium), and PB (positive
large). The affiliation function also impacts the stability of the control system. The control
scheme is stable when the trend of the affiliation function curve is smooth; the sensitivity
and resolution are good when the change in the affiliation function curve is significant.
The input deviation E and the deviation rate of change EC were selected as triangular
affiliation functions, as shown in Figure 7. The output quantities ∆Kp, ∆Ki, and ∆Kd were
selected as Gaussian affiliation functions, as shown in Figure 8. Fuzzy inference rules
form the core of a fuzzy controller, which consists of many different combinations of fuzzy
conditions [2]. A dual-input and triple-output controller was used, which has seven fuzzy
linguistic variables for each parameter, and its number of control rules per parameter is
listed in Tables 2–4. In the tables, the row is the deviation E, the column is the deviation rate
of change EC, and the intersection of the rows is a rule; then, each parameter has 49 rules.
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Table 2. Rule of Fuzzy-PID control of ∆KP.

∆KP
EC

NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB

E

NB PB PB PM PM PS ZO ZO
NM PB PB PM PS PS ZO NS
NS PM PM PM PS ZO NS NS
ZO PM PM PS ZO NS NM NM
PS PS PS ZO NS NS NM NM
PM PS ZO NS NM NM NM NB
PB ZO ZO NM NM NM NB NB

Table 3. Rule of Fuzzy-PID control of ∆Ki.

∆Ki
EC

NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB

E

NB NB NB NM NM NS ZO ZO
NM NB NB NM NS NS ZO ZO
NS NM NM NS NS ZO PS PS
ZO NM NM NS ZO PS PM PM
PS NM NS ZO PS PS PM PB
PM ZO ZO PS PS PM PB PB
PB ZO ZO PS PM PM PB PB

Table 4. Rule of Fuzzy-PID control of ∆Kd.

∆Kd
EC

NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB

E

NB PS NS NB NB NB NM PS
NM PS NS NB NM NM NS ZO
NS ZO NS NM NM NS NS ZO
ZO ZO NS NS NS NS NS ZO
PS ZO ZO ZO ZO ZO ZO ZO
PM PB NS PS PS PS PS PB
PB PB PM PM PM PS PS PB
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3.1.2. Controller Results Analysis

The braking system is modeled in MATLAB according to the previous section and the
respective effects of the PID controller (Figure 9) and the fuzzy-PID controller (Figure 10)
are analyzed in combination.
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Figure 10. Fuzzy self-adjusting PID controller.

The response curves of the output system are shown in Figure 11 for the EHB system
with unit step signal (a) input by fuzzy-PID control, PID control and no control. In the
figure, the cyan curve is the unit step response curve of the EHB system with no control, the
pink curve is the unit step-response curve of the EHB system after PID regulation, and the
red curve is the unit step response curve of the EHB system after fuzzy-PID control with
a step signal input to the system at 1.00 s. After comparison, the regulation effect of both
controls is very obvious, the overshoot of the system is obviously reduced, the regulation
time becomes shorter, and the fuzzy-PID controller has better control effect than the PID
controller, and can reach stability within 0.02 s.
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3.2. Lower Actuators
3.2.1. Judgment Logic for the Braking Target Wheel Cylinder

When a vehicle is in danger of overturning, a transverse swing moment opposite to
the direction of overturning should be loaded onto it. As shown in Figure 12, when braking,
only the angular velocity of the transverse swing generated by the front outer and inner
wheels of the car is opposite to the direction of the turn, and the stabilizing transverse
swing moment generated by the front outer wheel is the most effective.
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In this research, the left and right front wheels were selected as the main control
targets; the braking torque distribution strategy is shown in Table 5. When the vehicle is in
danger of rolling over due to a left turn, only the right front wheel is braked; when it is in
danger of rolling over due to a right turn, only the left front wheel is braked.

Table 5. Braking torque distribution strategy.

Steering LTR Brake Wheel

Turn left <0 Right front wheel
Turn right >0 Left front wheel
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3.2.2. Overall Design of the Wire-Controlled Auxiliary Braking System

The overall design of the vehicle wire control actuation system is based on the original
hydraulic braking system of a forest fire truck. The design adopts an EHB system, which
includes two major parts: an electronic control system and an actuator. The electronic
control system includes all types of sensors and their signal input unit, data acquisition
and processing unit, control decision unit, and actuator drive unit, which uses an electric
booster instead of a vacuum booster. A hydraulic system, including a motor, hydraulic
pump, high-pressure accumulator, oil tank, brake master cylinder, oil filter, high-speed
switch solenoid valve, and brake wheel cylinder, was used. The general design of the linear
control actuator system is illustrated in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. General drawing of the brake-by-wire system.

While driving the vehicle, the inertial guidance system and all types of sensors input
the real-time lateral angular speed, lateral acceleration, brake pedal stroke, and other
signals of the vehicle into the data acquisition and processing unit of the electronic control
system. Subsequently, the real-time LTR and other values of the car are input to the control
decision unit, which decides whether the vehicle has braking demand according to the
selected control strategy, such as ABS, ESP, anti-rollover control, etc., and calculates the
target brake wheel cylinder pressure. It then issues the braking command to the actuator;
produces outputs including the corresponding motor signal and high-speed switching
solenoid valve pulse-width modulation signal; controls the target brake wheel cylinder
to reach the required pressure; and adjusts the control command according to the wheel
cylinder pressure, wheel speed, lateral acceleration, and other dynamic feedback signals in
time to realize braking control.

4. Co-Simulation Analysis and Result Verification

To validate the proposed strategy, a joint CarSim/Simulink simulation platform was
used. The overall simulation model included LTR value calculation module, rollover
threshold judgment module, PID/fuzzy-PID controller, linear hydraulic brake module,
target brake wheel judgment module, CarSim vehicle model. The simulation model of
the control strategy can be completed by combining several modules above and linking
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them with the already established CarSim vehicle model, as shown in Figure 14a for
the final model of PID control and Figure 14b for the final model of fuzzy-PID control.
When Simulink is linked, the s-function module in Simulink calls the CarSim vehicle
model, obtains the output parameters (vertical load, transverse swing angular velocity,
roll angle, roll angle velocity, etc.) set by the vehicle model, and returns the braking
torque (or brake wheel cylinder pressure) of the target braking wheel obtained after the
controller calculation to the CarSim vehicle model. Finally, the response of the model can
be continuously adjusted using PID parameter adjustments to achieve a better control
effect. The tuning reference results in a scale factor of 103, an integration factor of 5, and a
differentiation factor of 0.5.
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4.1. Fish Hook Steering Test

The fishhook steering test is a kind of difficult test that is very effective in evaluating
the lateral stability of the car. By inputting two consecutive 720◦ opposite direction steering
wheel turns, the car is made to drive continuously at the limit to test the stability of the car,
and the forward trajectory of the car in the test is very similar to that of a fishhook.

CarSim and Simulink joint simulation of the fishhook steering test was performed on
the model, and the response curves of the system parameters under no control, PID control
and fuzzy-PID control were obtained as shown in Figure 15. These parameters such as
LTR value, lateral tilt angle, lateral acceleration, etc. can reflect the motion trend of the car
during the driving process, and especially can be used to assess whether the car has side
tilt or the three control states of the car under the same driving conditions can be compared,
which can effectively evaluate whether the control effect of the control strategy is good.

The speed of the test vehicle is set to 80 km/h, the simulation run time is 8 s and the
corresponding results of the simulation control are shown in Figure 15, When the forest
fire truck does not receive instructions, the LTR value reaches the rollover threshold of
−0.8 at 1.4 s, and the value of LTR reaches the limit value of 1 at 2.4 s, and the vehicle has
already rolled over. After applying PID control to the braking system, it can be seen from
the graph that the PID control only starts to work when the value of LTR reaches 1. In
contrast, the fuzzy PID control already starts to work at 1.4 s. As the time increases, the
value of LTR stabilizes at about 0.7, which is within the safety range of rollover. Eventually,
the value of LTR was controlled at around 0.4 after fuzzy-PID control and below 0.2 after
PID control. Although the PID control can minimize the |LTR|, but the fast braking is
difficult to ensure the safety and driving stability of the vehicle in the actual driving process.
In contrast, the output curve oscillation of the fuzzy PID control is smoother and more
responsive. Comparing Figure 15b with Figure 15c, both the lateral swing angular velocity
and the lateral acceleration can converge to a value of 0 to reach a stable state after control,
while the fuzzy PID control has stabilized at 5.3 s, and the PID control only converges to a
stable state at 5.9 s, which proves that the response of the fuzzy PID is faster. Figure 15d
shows that the maximum value of mass-side eccentricity in fuzzy PID control is 40◦, and
the maximum value of mass-side eccentricity in PID control is 55◦. T In contrast, fuzzy
PID control range improved by 27.27%, and the time of fuzzy PID control is short, the
oscillation is small, and the control process is smoother. From Figure 15e, it can be seen that
both PID control and fuzzy PID control can smooth the vehicle (the vehicle side deflection
angle is close to 0◦), and the fuzzy PID response time is earlier.

In other words, both control effects of the auxiliary braking system are confirmed,
and they effectively minimize the rollover tendency of the vehicle. The fuzzy-PID control
has a smaller overshoot, faster response and adjustment, better sensitivity, and better
comprehensive control effect compared with PID control. The braking torque curve is
depicted in Figure 15f. When the braking torque is positive or negative, the left or right
front wheel achieves braking, respectively. The maximum value of the braking torque is
650 N·m.

4.2. J-Turn Test

Steady-state test, i.e., J-turn test, by loading the car with continuous large radius turns,
can more accurately evaluate the rollover stability of high-mass vehicles, such as SUVs and
heavy trucks, etc. The forward trajectory of the car in the test is similar to the shape of the
letter J.
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The experimental vehicle speed was set to 60 km/h, and the simulation time was
20 s. The response results of the simulation control are shown in Figure 16. The response
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curves for the steady-state tests were applied to the system. The curve output of the
joint simulation of the LTR is shown in Figure 16a, where the green curve represents the
uncontrolled state of complete rollover at approximately 18 s. Once the control effect is
applied, the auxiliary braking system starts operating at approximately 14 s, and after some
time, the LTR value tends to stabilize. Meanwhile, during the braking process, compared
with the uncontrolled process, the yaw rate (Figure 16b), lateral acceleration (Figure 16c),
side slip angle (Figure 16d), and roll (Figure 16e) are reduced with time and tend to become
zero-valued (stable state), indicating that the vehicle is out of the danger of the rollover.
Thus, the two control effects of the auxiliary braking system are confirmed, and they
effectively reduce the rollover tendency of the vehicle.

The fuzzy-PID controller has smaller overshoot, faster feedback and regulation, better
sensitivity, and better overall control effect compared to the PID controller. The errors
of both control results are stable within 0.5, and the final results can meet the vehicle
anti-rollover. However, combined with the working characteristics of forest fire trucks, fast
and stable braking is indispensable, so the final choice of fuzzy PID control is in line with
the actual situation.

The braking torque curve is shown in Figure 16f. When the braking torque is positive
or negative, the left or right front wheel achieves braking, respectively. The maximum
value of the braking torque is 1170 N·m.
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5. Conclusions

1. In this paper, an anti-rollover wire-controlled auxiliary braking system was designed
for the rollover problem of forest fire trucks. The proposed three-degrees-of-freedom
dynamics model of the forest fire truck was first built in MATLAB/Simulink, and
the dynamics model was simulated and verified in CarSim under the steering wheel
angle step input condition and double-shift line condition. The auxiliary braking
control system consisted of a vehicle rollover warning module and a wire-controlled
auxiliary braking system. The vehicle rollover warning module was intended to use
the real-time roll angle and its angular velocity obtained by the inertial guidance
system as input variables, and the lateral load transfer rate (LTR) as the rollover
evaluation index and determine whether the current body attitude is in the rollover
critical state according to the algorithm. The wire-controlled auxiliary braking system
adopted the electro-hydraulic wire-controlled actuation system (EHB) to achieve
vehicle speed reduction by differential braking technology in the rollover critical state.
The braking system consisted of a DC reducer motor, plunger pump, accumulator,
solenoid valve, hydraulic brake line, brake sub-pump caliper assembly, brake pressure
sensor, electronic control unit and so on. When the wire-controlled auxiliary braking
system worked, it first obtained the current body attitude parameters, calculated
the required target brake wheel cylinder pressure through PID/Fuzzy-PID control,
and then applied differential braking to the front left/right wheels of the vehicle
to provide intervention transverse moment and reduce the rollover tendency of the
vehicle. To verify the effectiveness of the designed braking system, two extreme
operating conditions were selected to analyze the control effects of PID control and
fuzzy-PID. For both, the maximum lateral acceleration improved by at least 42.8%
and the maximum slide slip angle improved by 32%, while for the maximum roll, the
fuzzy PID was able to advance the control to reduce the maximum roll by 20%, while
the PID control was only able to control within 5%. The results showed that both
PID and fuzzy-PID control algorithms can reliably calculate the target brake wheel
cylinder pressure. The latter control effect is better than the former, PID control is at
least 2 s delayed than fuzzy PID with faster response, shorter adjustment time and
smaller overshoot;

2. In order to design a more perfect braking system in future work, and to verify the
execution capability of the hardware of the EHB system, it is also necessary for it to
perform hydraulic simulation to verify whether it can realize the process of rapid
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increase and slow decompression, as well as to design the appropriate brakes and
other related components according to the selected vehicle.
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Abbreviations

Parameter Notation Parameter Definition Unit
m The overall vehicle mass kg
ms The spring mass kg
β The lateral deflection angle rad
ωr The angular velocity of the transverse sway rad/s
h The difference between the heights of the center of mass on the spring and the center of m

lateral camber of the vehicle
Fy1 The lateral forces of the front wheel N
Fy2 The lateral forces of the rear wheel N
kf The lateral deflection stiffness of the front wheel N/rad
kr The lateral deflection stiffness of the rear wheel N/rad
δ The nominal front-wheel deflection angle rad
δ1 The effective side deflection angle of the front wheels rad
δ2 The effective side deflection angle of the rear wheels rad
Ix The rotational inertia of the mass on the spring about the x-axis kg·m2

Iz The rotational inertia of the z-axis of the vehicle kg·m2

Ixz The inertia product of the mass on the spring around the x and z axes kg·m2

a The distances from the center of gravity of the vehicle to the front axle m
b The distances from the center of gravity of the vehicle to the rear axle m
v the vehicle speed m/s
Df The front suspension lateral camber damping N·m·s/rad
Dr The rear suspension lateral camber damping N·m·s/rad
ϕ The body roll angle rad
Cϕ1 The front lateral camber rigidity N·m/rad
Cϕ2 The rear lateral camber rigidity N·m/rad
L The length of wheelbase m
N1 The positive torque coefficient for the front wheel return N·m/rad
N2 the positive torque coefficient for the rear wheel return N·m/rad
Ef The front wheel lateral steering coefficient.
Er The rear wheel lateral steering coefficients.
d Wheelbase m
lf The distance from center of mass to front axle m
lr The distance from center of mass to rear axle m
ks Suspension Sway Stiffness N/rad
g Gravitational acceleration m/s2

ay The lateral acceleration at the center of mass m/s2

T Wheelbase of the vehicle m
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